INTRODUCTION
The relationship between muscle architectural properties and the observed scratch-digging habits 2 3 3 of mammals is not well established. Building on our previous study of the American badger 2 3 4 (Moore et al., 2013) , we evaluated internal muscle properties in the forelimb of a generalized 2 3 5 burrower to distinguish muscle traits (e.g., muscle mass, fascicle length, and MHC content) that 2 3 6 indicate fossorial specialization from basic traits common to mammals that have some digging 2 3 7 ability. A large investment of mass in shoulder muscles suggests the importance of limb 2 3 8 retraction for scratch-digging in groundhogs. In particular, the massive extrinsic muscles (e.g.,
3 9
LAT, PS, and PP) have a high capacity to shorten and a low capacity for force production due to 2 4 0 their long, parallel fascicles, and this reflects an ability to retract the forelimb through a large systems. Therefore, differences in digging strategy may reflect selection for differences in 2 5 7 muscle power capacity and fossorial ability between these two scratch-digging species.
5 8
Muscles with long fascicles and high mass also depend on fast MHC isoforms to be powerful.
5 9
The LAT and PS have the highest values of instantaneous power (~4.0 W) and each muscle is high metabolic demands of burrowing requiring sustained activity and fatigue resistance.
7 4
Additional analyses are needed to specifically assess if a similar composition of fast MHC 2 7 5
isoforms is present in homologous forelimb muscles of other scratch-diggers is consistently 2 7 6
related to a given level of fossorial ability.
7 7
Although kinematic data do not exist for groundhogs during burrowing, simultaneous 2 7 8
retraction of the limb and extension of the elbow joint occurs at the outset of the power stroke in climbers and scratch-diggers (Stalheim-Smith, 1984) . Indeed, a size-specific value of 0.14 N.mm which increases its ability to abduct the carpal joint.
2 4
Finally, the lack of studies that have identified MHC expression in the limbs of climbing and abbreviations (same as those listed in Table 3 
